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1. Executive Summary
The present document D12.3 “Economic appraisal of the CARBODIN solutions” has been
prepared in the framework of WP12 “Impact boosting activities” and specifically in the framework
of Task 12.3. The scope of WP12 has been to maximize the impact of the CARBODIN Project
activities, whereas the goal set by Task 12.3 was to conduct the economic appraisal of the
CARBODIN solutions proposed, demonstrated, tested and described in the 11 Work Streams (WSs)
of the Project.
A specific methodology was initially formulated to be applied by the WS leaders; this
methodology foresaw the collection of information related to the capital costs (and associated
costs, e.g. maintenance) in relation to the suggested CARBODIN solutions, as well as the expected
benefits once these solutions had been adopted.
The Project however faced various delays, the most important of which were related to the
PIVOT2 issue on one hand and to the outburst of the COVID-19 pandemic on the other. The first
issue had as a result the limitation of the overall scope of several WSs, while the second issue lead
to horizontal delays in all industries, including the ones participating in the CARBODIN Project. For
this reason, the methodology was updated and adapted to the new circumstances. The new
methodology included two main parts; the brief description of each solution (including graphs,
pictures, progress beyond the state-of-the-art) and the economic appraisal of each solution. In the
latter case, although the initial goal was to perform a Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA), three different
approaches were finally applied; performing of a CBA, brief comparison of costs (not unit) and
expected benefits, monetarized were possible and finally a qualitative estimation of cost and other
benefits.
The main outcomes that came up after the implementation of the above-mentioned
methodology can be summarized, per topic, as follows:
Modular
tooling
for
manufacturing of composite
parts

•
•

•

Structural health monitoring
systems

•

Main expected benefits include reduction of
manufacturing cost and manufacturing time
raw material cost saving is 28% and the manufacturing
cost saving is 33 % with respect to the total cost in the
moulds manufacturing.
Although cost constitutes an impediment on using
composites in the railway industry, the method
developed in the CARBODIN Project has sought to
enhance the adoption of composites, leading to envision
an effective manufacturing of lightweight structures and
a high energy efficient railway sector.
Wide adoption of composites in trains reduces transport
energy consumption, enables trains to be considered as
eco-friendly and sustainable and lowers CO2 emissions
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Process automation

•

A rough estimation would be between 5% to 30% of
increased overall positive impact by applying the SHM
monitoring car-body’s composite parts.

•

60% manual labour reduction is expected for solutions
similar to the ones developed in CARBODIN Project.
resource efficiency of 30% of 15% in terms of materials
and 30% in terms of energy.

•

Process
integrating
joint
concepts and modular concepts

•

wide implementation of the developed solution may lead
to savings of 50% in energy consumption and operation,
30% in labour costs and 7% in material.

Solutions for thermal and noise
reduction in the doors’ area

•

Based on the CBA performed, the break-even point for the
solution developed and tested is 3 years

Accessibility to passenger trains
(ramps, thresholds, gap filler)

•

Expected impacts from the train boarding device, include
lowering time necessary for the autonomous entry of the
PRM inside the train by up to 20%.
increasing passengers’ comfort and reducing the train
stopping time at the stations by up to 5%.

•

Modular interior’s concept

•

reduction of 95,8% in the assembly time and to a
reduction of in the 81,75% assembly cost.

Innovative driving cabin

•

cost not estimated yet; specific, cost-effective benefits
are reported.

Integrated low voltage circuits
in panels

•

Benefits are expected to affect, apart from the railway
industry, also the automotive and aviation.
Expected weight reduction directly impacts cost,
performance, and carbon footprint or climate impact.

•
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2. Abbreviations and acronyms
Abbreviation / Acronym
AE
B&A
CBA
CBM
CFRP
CU
DFP
DRP
DX.X
EWU
FDM
HVAC
HMI
HRTL
LCC
MEMS
MWU
NFL
NPV
OSHM
PoC
PRM
R&D
RTM
S2R
SHM
STL
TD
TRL
TSI
VI
VIP
WS

Description
Acoustic Emission
Boarding and Alighting
Cost Benefit Analysis
Condition-Based Maintenance
Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer
Crutch User
Direct Fibre Placement
Direct Roving Placement
Deliverable X.X
Electric Wheelchair Users
Fusion Deposition Modelling
Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning
Human-Machine Interface
Helmholtz Resonator Thermal Layer
Life Cycle Costs
Micro Electro-Mechanical System
Manual Wheelchair User
Near Field Communication
Net Present Value
Online Structural Health Monitoring
Proof of Concept
People with Reduced Mobility
Research and Development
Resin Transfer Moulding
Shift2Rail
Structural Health Monitoring
Sound Transmission Loss
Technical Demonstrator
Technology Readiness Level
Technical Specifications for Interoperability
Visually Impaired
Vacuum Infusion Process
Work Stream
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3. Background
The present document constitutes the Deliverable D12.3 “Economic Appraisal of the
CARBODIN solutions” in the framework of the CARBODIN project (topic S2R-OC-IP1-01-2019, GA
ID: 881814), which contributes to the ongoing PIVOT2 project (topic S2R-CFM-IP1-01-2019, GA ID:
881807).
CARBODIN contributes to the development of high demanding trains, by combining the
research effort along with the future CFM-IP1-01-2019 and the ongoing CFM-IP1-01-2017 projects
to manufacture car body shell parts, doors and to improve the interior design of passenger trains.
Given that the economic appraisal is a horizontal activity, related to the development of the
all the solutions, the present deliverable is related to all the tasks developing the solutions and to
the corresponding documents, reporting on these developments.
In the same manner, the present report is related and contributes to all the TDs of the IP1
“Cost efficient and reliable trains, including high capacity trains and high-speed trains” (according
to the MAAP TD Gantt-chart in document Ref. Ares (2019)7676192 - 13/12/2019 whose date
printed in the document is 14th of November 2019, Brussels), to which the CARBODIN Project is
related.
It contributes as well to all the TDs/WA to which the project contributes (according to the
MAAP TD Gantt-chart in document Ref. Ares (2019)7676192 - 13/12/2019 whose date printed in
the document is 14th of November 2019, Brussels).
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4. Objective/Aim
The present report has been prepared in the framework of WP12 of the CARBODIN Project,
the main objective of which is to maximize the impact of the Project’s activities. For Task 12.3 in
particular, the main scope was to perform an economic appraisal of the CARBODIN solutions
developed, demonstrated and tested throughout the whole duration of the Project.
In this respect, a methodology was prepared so as to collect information on these solutions in
general and relating to the relevant costs in particular. The costs that were collected are related
to different categories, taking into consideration each time, the different nature and scope of each
solution developed.
The main goal of the task and hence of the report, was to compare these costs to the
(monetarized were possible) expected benefits, so as to perform a Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA),
aiming to depict the contribution of the solutions developed, to the creation of cost and energy
efficient high-speed trains.
More information and specific methodology issues are examined in the next section.
Coming to the structure of the document, previous chapters 2 and 3, along with the present
one, provide the reader with an insight of the goals, content and overall context of the D12.3.
Chapter 5 is dedicated to description of the methodology formulated and implemented in order
to perform the economic appraisal.
The next chapters 6-14 are dedicated to the actual scope of the report, the economic
appraisal. There, the implementation of the previously described methodology can be found,
along with the relevant results. Where possible, the solutions under multiple Work Streams (WSs)
have been clustered to give a more holistic view of the approach.
Finally, in Chapter 15 overall conclusions can be found related to the work done and presented
throughout the whole document.
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5. Methodology
5.1. Introduction
The current evolution in the field of railway requires the development of trains with a main
target to be reliable, faster and energy efficient, decreasing the CO2 emissions (Climate Change,
2019), accommodating passenger comfort with an increased capacity and enhancing passengers’
sensory experience. To fulfil the aforementioned requirements, a lightweight construction of rail
vehicles is thus required. During the past few years, a massive adoption of composite materials
has been observed in industries where weight is a crucial factor for fuel consumption. More
detailed, the use of composite materials may result in lower energy consumption, reducing the
train’s weight by almost 20-30% and at least 5% of CO2 emissions (Refresco Project, 2016).
Additionally, sustainability, advanced performance and cost benefits can be achieved by
lightweight, high performing and durable composites (EPTA, 2018). Advanced laminating
techniques, including but not limited to: resin transfer moulding (RTM), vacuum infusion and
press-forming, have been developed for the manufacturing of advanced composites parts,
ensuring the required stiffness and strength. Multi-layer techniques using foam or honeycomb
materials, in between of composite sheets, have also been considered for thermal and acoustic
insulation.
As stated in the topic S2R-OC-IP1-01-2019 (European Commission, 2019), cost is the main
impediment that prevents the massive adoption of composites in railway. One of the problems
faced by the railway industry, using composite materials is the impact of design changes on various
railway components, which for several reasons change periodically, including among others:
marketing strategies, technical requirements and new design trends. For the manufacturing of
composite parts, moulding is required, however the manufacturing cost of moulds can become
increasingly unaffordable, due to the need of adaptation to various design changes. Modular
solutions with interchangeable units for moulds have been reported on multiple EU projects (Clean
Sky 2, 2015; COFRARE 2.0, 2018; NEOTOOLS, 2019) with the potential of decreasing manufacturing
costs of composite parts.
Therefore, the principle of modularity has been applied on CARBODIN. Modular tools have
been successfully developed and validated during the WS1 for car-body shells, WS5 for doors and
WS9 for the interiors. A cost-effective solution has been demonstrated to integrate composites,
using modular tooling with interchangeable 3D-printed inserts or interchangeable moulds.
Modular moulds made for Vacuum Infusion Process (VIP) constitute a viable solution, as the
investment cost is lower compared to other manufacturing processes and therefore, involves the
potential of enhancing the further adoption of composites in railway industry.
However, it should be noted that the absence of standards or limited standardization on the
manufacturing of composite materials, the need of an automated manufacturing process for a
selected composite component and issues such as material reliability and performance are certain
concerns, restraining the development of composite market. Therefore, regarding railway, the
adoption of composite materials requires special techniques monitoring of the conditions of
composite car body in a 24/7 scheme, detecting defects and failures, as well as evaluating the
manufacturing process. These techniques must prove their effectiveness and be customized and
12

parametrized, due to the variations in composite laminates and multilayer setup of railway
components. A recent study (Dam & Bond, 2015) has shown that online structural health
monitoring (OSHM) and condition-based maintenance (CBM) has the potential to reduce
operations and maintenance (O&M) costs in wind energy industry. Considering railway, the
development of a reliable and innovative wireless 24/7 SHM system was subject of the WS2 with
a main target to predict possible failures of the car body composite structure and to add predictive
maintenance capability, reducing further O&M costs.
A concept of an innovative driving cabin of the WS10, the identification of the expectations of
train drivers or other railway operator staffs about Human Machine Interfaces (HMI) in future
cabins. The identification of input and output required data requires surveys about preferences
and efficiencies of possible new information technology configurations of HMI, considering human
factors as input and output sensors. The train driving tasks may sometimes be considered
monotonous or boring. Therefore, within the context of the project, solutions to increase driving
performance, as well as attractiveness have been developed. The evaluation of input and output
data from surveys about preferences and efficiencies of possible new information technology
configurations of HMI, considering human factors as input and output sensors, has been
implemented during WS10.

Methodology implemented
As mentioned previously, the goal of the specific deliverable was to report on the economic
appraisal of the solutions developed in the framework of the CARBODIN Project. Prior however to
performing this economic assessment, it was necessary to have a brief but concrete overview of
these solutions, as they were finally developed. Due to the course of the project, several issues
arose, such as delays due to the PIVOT2 issue, the relevant amendment that was requested and
approved, as well as the outburst of the COVID-19 pandemic which lead to horizontal delays and
problems faced by all partners and WSs.
Due to the above issues, the context and goal of several of the solutions to be developed was
altered, updated or decreased. All this information has been included in the request of the
amendment and the new Annex I itself. For all of these reasons, partners and specifically WS
leaders were requested to provide a brief description of the solution finally developed in each one
of the WS. In order for this activity to be performed in a common, uniform manner, a template
was created by the task leader and distributed to partners. This can be found in Table 1 below:
Table 1: Template for the provision of a brief description of the CARBODIN solution
Template for the description of the CARBODIN Solutions
Topic
Explanation
Challenge/background of the What is the problem that lead the partners to include this case
problem
study in the CARBODIN Project; what is the actual problem they
are trying to solve.
Scope
The actual scope of the solution
State of the Art
What is the current situation in the specific domain - What is the
current technology used in relation to the WS issue.
13

Actual description of the
proposed CARBODIN
solution
Problems encountered

Please provide the overall rationale, any related graphs,
pictures, etc., as well as the sequence of events.

Any issues or problems that arose during the duration of the
project, related to the development of the specific solution.
Advance beyond the State of The ways in which the specific solution, take the sector beyond
the Art
the current state-of-the-art.
Expected Impacts from the
What are the main benefits expected to be accrued once the
proposed solution
solution is fully implemented and enters the market.

The collection of the completed templates proved to be quite a tedious procedure, that
continued almost until the final month of the Project. This was basically due to the various delays
that were mentioned and explained above. Finally, a collection of all solutions was realized and is
presented in the following chapters.
Parallel to this, the main scope of Task 12.3, which was the economic appraisal of the
CARBODIN solutions, was also planned. Initially, the goal was to perform a CBA for each one of the
solutions. Given however the various delays, this wasn’t considered as feasible in the case of all
solutions, plus other reasons occurred that made the performing of CBA impossible. The most
important of these reasons, was the fact that the (industrial mainly) partners refused to reveal
actual costs for the development of the solutions, as the claimed those to be industrial secrets.
Moreover, some of these costs were related to manufacturers, not directly linked to the Project,
but acting as a subcontract, who again forbade the use and publication of costs. In most cases this
was resolved by presenting final and total costs and avoiding to present specific costs for specific
categories or even unit costs.
As regards benefits, in some cases those were easily monetarized, as they are linked to very
specific gains, while on other cases, benefits are indirect and hard to be monetarized (ex. Ease of
use, perception of safety, etc.). In those cases, a qualitative approach has been followed, to
examine whether or not the developed solution can be considered cost-efficient.
Having in mind the above, the following three approaches have been followed for the
economic appraisal of the CARBODIN solutions:
•
•
•

Performing of CBA;
Separate calculation of overall cost (not per unit) and expected benefits and comparison of
the two;
Qualitative estimation of the potential, financial and other, benefits.

To sum up and based on the methodology explained, the structure that has been followed for the
economic appraisal of the solutions is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Brief description of the solution;
Issues and suggestions;
Progress beyond the state-of-the-art
Expected benefits;
Economic appraisal of the solution.
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In Chapters 6-14 that follow the above structure has been applied, for each one of the solutions.
Where possible, WS with common content have been clustered under a common chapter.
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6. Economic appraisal of the modular tooling for manufacturing of
composite parts
6.1. Brief description of the solution
The development of modular tools, including design, evaluation and validation, was a
common study regarding WS1, WS5 and WS9. The concept of modularity was examined under an
approach using interchangeable units compatible to design changes, within a base tooling
considered to be unaffected of any change. The scope of the proposed solutions was to design and
manufacture modular moulds (adaptable to design changes with the minimum number of tools),
that will be used for the manufacturing of composite parts (Figure 1). This new concept of tooling
can be applied to all the parts of CARBODIN project and potentially to all the composite parts of
the railway sector, as well as aerospace and automotive. In particular, concerning WS1, modular
tools were developed for car-body shells, including sidewalls, side-sill floors, roofs and door pillars.
Moreover, the development of modular tooling for door leaves was a subject of WS5, whereas
those for interior panel were developed on WS9.
The potential to decrease significantly manufacturing time and cost has been established. To
that extent, the CARBODIN consortium has studied the use of modular moulds, using
interchangeable head blocks and/or 3D printed inserts for a fast (re)configuration. The consortium
has defined various part geometries to build a representative section of a passenger wagon and
demonstrate the modularity concept. To determine the cost benefit analysis of the modular mould
solution, a preliminary cost evaluation will be made based on the car body shell manufacturing
process (using vacuum infusion process).

Figure 1: Demonstrator proposal of a representative section of a wagon, including various parts
A description of the list of the modular tooling for the blocks to build a representative section of a
wagon as demonstrator is summarized at the following table (Table 2). The moulds 1, 2A, 2B, 3A
and 3B constitute the tooling required to manufacture the car-body shell, which was the main
topic of WS1, whereas 4A and 4B are related to the WS5 and the tooling for the doors leaves
manufacturing. Under the scope of WS9, moulds 5 and 6 have been designed and validated for
the tooling of the interior composite parts.
16

Table 2: List of the tools, concerning the different blocks and activity’s partner responsible
no.

Description

Geometry

1
2a
2b
3a
3b

Sidewall
Side Sill Floor
Side Sill Roof
Door pillar L
Door pillar R

large shell

Comments
BLOCK 1- CARBODY
sandwich panel

closed profile

aim: one mould - 2 parts

open profile
(U or C)

aim: one mould - 2 parts

Part Design Mould Design
CG Rail
CG Rail
CG Rail
CG Rail
CG Rail

Aragon
EUT
EUT
CG Rail
CG Rail

SMT
SMT

EUT
EUT

BLOCK 2- DOORS
4a
4b

Door Leaf L
Door Leaf R

sandwich

5

Interior Panel
Door Pillar L/R

open profile
(L)

aim: one mould U-Profile –
2 parts L-Profile

CG Rail

Aragon

6

Interior panel Top

thin shell
2-3 mm

-

CG Rail

EUT

aim: one mould - 2 parts
BLOCK 3- INTERIORS

Process variables have been considered for a robust modular tooling design, including but not
limited to: the number of production cycles, materials to be processed, demoulding strategy,
curing conditions, reinforcement drape-ability and joint technologies. Currently, due to the build
volume limitations of the available MJF 3D printer, as well as thermal distortion requirements, part
consolidation is explored in order to create a fast and cost-efficient solution. More R&D is needed
to study the different unions between inserts and mould holders, to establish the requirements
for mould surface post processing and for the coatings to improve surface finish and demoulding
capabilities. Therefore, the modular tools have been manufactured in a Polyurethane-based
material, but this is subject of further changes.
More detailed, the sidewall mould will allow the production of a composite sidewall with
three parts: two skins and a core. Only one part is necessary to create the representative section
of a wagon that will be used as demonstrator; however, modularity can be applied producing
various sidewall sizes. Moreover, it can be noted that by changing the internal headblock, it will
be possible to use the same mould holder and manufacture a window, instead of a door. In the
case of geometry changes of the window, it will still be possible to use the same mould holder,
including a headblock with the desired geometry. An extension of the moulds and additional block
for window cut-outs can be used to manufacture longer sidewalls adaptable to various door or
window locations. For prototyping steps, VIP is the most efficient way, however for mass
production RTM shall be considered. The current design for sidewall mould and a concept of this
method using the aforementioned moulds is demonstrated below:
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Figure 2: The two sides of the mold and a concept for RTM process showing the modular inserts (in black)
and the temperature circuits (in red).

Moreover, regarding the moulds for side-sill floor and roof, a common tool is used and various
others are interchangeable, depending on manufacturing needs to produce one part or the other.
With that method, savings in raw material as well as a notable decrease of machining time and
cost have been observed.

Figure 3: Design of the mold for the side-sill floor (left) and the side-sill roof (right). The common area
is shown in light brown.

Concerning the door pillar moulds, a common tool is used as a base for all the four parts
necessary for the production of the door pillars and the geometry adaptation is achieved by
assemble extension blocks.
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Figure 4: Modular mold design for composite door pillar profiles and a schematic of door pillar part manufacturing
from mould assembly, part demoulding, trimming to part orientation in the wagon.

On both sides of every door cut-out, a pair of door profiles needs to be placed in order to reinforce
the primary car-body structure. The current solution is independent of the number of the door’s
sidewall, since the pairs of the required pillars are adaptable to geometry changes and can be
produced on-demand.
For the mould of the interior, there is a pair of door pillar profiles at each side of a door cutout. Considering safety and aesthetic reasons the structural door pillars are covered by interior
panels, which are symmetrical from the right to left side as shown below (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Interior Panel Door Pillar Profiles at the inside of the car-body.
The door pillars are covers and will be made of GFRP and the manufacturing will concern a Uprofile, which is later trimmed into two L-profiles. The Left and Right side are symmetrical and the
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objective was the design of one mould, which allows the manufacturing of two different parts in
the same mould. With that approach, it is ensured that only one mould for both Interior Panel
Door Pillar profiles is needed, instead of two. Moreover, a draft angle is applied to the mould
surface for a better demoulding of the composite part. One characteristic of this mould is a small
inclination in the middle to facilitate the extraction of both parts. The concept of modularity can
be applied for enlarging the interior door pillar profiles for different roof heights and the lengths
of the mould can be easily adapted by using extension blocks.

Figure 6: Draft angle in door pillar mold (left) and a small inclination in the middle.

Regarding the mould for the interior top panel, if there is a design change, it would be more
economical and simpler to add interchangeable parts, instead of changing the entire mould. This
allows the reduction of costs in materials and machining time. The lateral covers can be
disassembled to facilitate the demoulding of the part, but also allows the modification of the
length of the profile if it is required. The above-mentioned solution for Interior Top Panel can also
be used for a real size wagon, with the possibility to manufacture a longer Interior Top Panel by
changing only certain headblocks, adapting to the new geometry.

Figure 7: Interior Top Panel mould with interchangeable covers with the capability to adapt to geometry
changes.

6.2. Issues and suggestions
The modularity location was one of the main problems faced by the consortium. The
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CARBODIN consortium has defined various part geometries to build a representative section of a
passenger wagon and is currently studying the use of modular moulds to manufacture the parts
by using mandrels and/or inserts. Moreover, 3D printing methods on available machines have to
be explored as well as part consolidation, considering the maximum printing size of the available
machines, is a key factor to increase modularity capabilities. The use of modular moulds to
manufacture the parts by using headblocks and/or inserts by means of VIP has been studied and
applied to demonstrate the modularity concept.

6.3. Progress beyond the State-of-the-art
The modularity capabilities of molds for production of composite fuselage parts in the
aerospace industry have successfully been demonstrated in the EU funded project COFRARE 2.0
(COFRARE 2.0, 2018) “Out of autoclave processes development for composite frames
manufacturing with high production rate and low cost”. Using interchangeable mold units and the
production of various parts has been implemented, reducing manufacturing time and cost.
Additionally, modular molds are under development for the project COFRARE 2020, which was
awarded a grant under topic JTI-CS2-2017-CfP07-REG-01-11 – “Full scale innovative composite
frames and shear ties for Regional Aircraft Fuselage barrel on-ground demonstrators” and ends in
December 2021. Regarding 3D printing, the project NEOTOOLS “Development and maturation of
tooling technologies by additive manufacturing” has a global objective to develop technologies for
the design and manufacture of tools through the use of additive manufacturing processes based
on FDM (Fusion Deposition Modelling).
With the proposed solution, only one mould is required for the sidewall production, since
notable modularity capabilities to adapt to geometry changes for additional window cut-outs,
door openings and longer sidewalls have been demonstrated by using the same mould holder and
interchangeable internal headblocks. Regarding the moulds for the side-sill floor/roof and door
pillars modularity has also been successfully implemented using a mould holder as a base and
interchangeable mould unit. Therefore, the modularity concept can be considered as the most
affordable solution to manufacture composite railway parts on various geometries, reducing
manufacturing time and cost. Moreover, if the design of the part changes periodically due to
marketing strategies, technical requirements, or design advances, redesigning interchangeable
units is only needed to produce composites parts, by keeping the same mould holders, reducing
the non-recurring costs and minimizing the number of tools needed.

6.4. Expected impacts
The main expected benefits from the development of the solutions throughout WSs 1, 5 and
9 have to do with the reduction of the manufacturing cost as well manufacturing time. More
specifically in regards to WS5, the benefits obtained are mainly attributed to the modular design
of the tooling and its “capacity” to produce different door sizes with the same tool core (there are
of course restrictions to that as outlined in D5.1). The use of 3D inserts is another factor that
provides flexibility to the tool. Therefore, the same tool can be used for different door leaves thus
the initial NRC are reduced.
The economic benefits of all three WSs are thoroughly described in the consecutive section.
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6.5. Economic appraisal of the solutions developed in WSs 1, 5 and 9
Regarding the moulds for side-sill roof and floor, both composite parts can be manufactured
with the same mould holder and interchangeable headblocks, achieving a reduction in costs and
time for moulds manufacturing (Table 3). Analysing the parts volume, the common parts represent
around the 40% of the total mould volume, leading to a reduction of 40% in raw material.
Additionally, machining is needed for the common parts only once which can lead in savings in
manufacturing time at 25%, since more assembly time is required to join the headblocks with
screws and positioners.
Table 3: Savings in the side-sill floor/roof mold manufacturing
Savings in raw material
Savings in mold machining
time

40% reduction with respect to manufacture two individual
molds
25% reduction with respect to manufacture two individual
molds

The total cost to manufacture this mould can be assumed to be divided in raw material costs
(40%) and manufacturing costs (60%). Thus, the 40% savings in raw material represents a 16% with
respect to the total cost in the moulds manufacturing. On the other hand, the 25% savings in
manufacturing costs represents a 15% with respect to the total cost in the moulds manufacturing.
As conclusion, it is possible to achieve up to 31% in the total cost savings thanks to the modularity
concept.
For the mould of the door pillars, with the aforementioned mentioned approach and mould
design solution, several cost reductions for the mould manufacturing have been observed (Table
4). The biggest mould unit represents approximately 70% of the mould size for one pillar shape
and it is needed only once. The two extension mould units have a size of approximately 30% of the
mould size each. Thus, a raw material volume of up to 70% is saved. Concerning the machining
time, the machining of the pockets and holes for the connection solution and achieving the
required surface tolerances will be the most time-consuming.
Table 4: Savings in the door pillar profile mold manufacturing
Savings in raw material
Savings in mold machining
time

70% reduction with respect to manufacture two individual
molds
55% reduction with respect to manufacture two individual
molds

Therefore, according to the assumption, the raw material cost saving is 28% and the
manufacturing cost saving is 33 % with respect to the total cost in the moulds manufacturing. It Is
possible, thus, to achieve up to 61 % in the total cost savings using the selected modularity
concept. Regarding the moulds for the interior, the aforementioned modularity approach can
reduce the total volume of the mould block at approximately 25% (Table 5), because of the
reduced additional area for offcuts and sealing in the middle between the later trimmed L-profiles.
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For the machining requirements, the savings is approximately the same because less volume needs
to be milled compared to two separate moulds. Therefore, the cost for the raw material is reduced
to 10% and the manufacturing cost is reduced to 15 % with respect to the total cost in the moulds
manufacturing, leading to 25% total cost savings.

Table 5: Savings in the Interior Panel Door Pillar profile moulds manufacturing
Savings in raw material
Savings in mold machining
time

25% reduction with respect to manufacture two individual
molds
25% reduction with respect to manufacture two individual
molds

For the mould manufacturing of the Interior Top Panel (Table 5), the internal blocks of the
mould with fixed geometry represent approximately a 75% of the mould size. The lateral cover
blocks have a volume of 25% of the total mould size (with both covers together). Therefore, the
raw material is reduced up to 75% with cost reductions of 30%. Moreover, machining is reduced
to 60%, leading to cost reductions of 36%. As conclusion, it is possible to achieve up to 66 % in the
total savings thanks to the selected modularity concept.
Table 6: Savings in the Interior Top Panel moulds manufacturing for two geometries
Savings in raw material
Savings in mold machining
time

75% reduction with respect to manufacture two individual
molds
60% reduction with respect to manufacture two individual
molds

The mould for the doors is composed of one mould holder and two internal headblocks for
each geometry of the door, being the two headblocks interchangeable: the left and right Door will
be manufactured using the same mould holder. Moreover, if the design of the part changes, it
would be more economical and simpler to act on the affected part and it is not necessary to update
the entire mould. This allows the reduction of costs in materials and in hours of realization.
With this mentioned approach and mould design solution we assume several cost
reductions for the mould manufacturing. The mould holder that represents approximately a 35%
of the total mould size is needed only once to manufacture both left and right doors.
For the machining of the mould blocks the savings are not that high because there is a little
bit of more effort to machine holes for the connection solution. Summarizing, we can quantify the
reduction of costs according to the following table:
Table 7: Savings in the Door Leaf moulds manufacturing for two geometries
Savings in raw material

35% savings respect to manufacture 2
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individual moulds
Savings in mould manufacturing in terms of
25% savings respect to manufacture 2
machining hours
individual moulds
In order to have a better insight on the benefits of using composite door leaves in trains in
general, and in regional trains in particular (this is what MASATS, as a door system manufacturer,
perceive from the market stakeholders), one can use as an example, a typical regional trainset that
is composed of 5 cars with 6 doors in each (i.e. 12 door leaves total in each car).

Figure 8: Typical regional trainset composed of 5 cars with 6 doors in each car
The expected benefits can be categorized as follows:
1. Weight
Preliminary FEM analysis we carried out with different material combinations, indicated that
it is possible to reduce the door frame weight by 10-15%. This means that we can save 3 Kg/door
leaf and a total of 180 Kg/train. If we consider a typical regional train fleet of 100 trains having a
standard life cycle of 30 years, it can be readily seen that the single weight reduction of the door
leaf can lead to a total reduction of 540,000 Kg (540 tons). This has a direct impact on the energy
consumption in two different areas:
• The total energy used for the train traction;
• The energy consumption by the electric motor used to open and close the doors.
This affects the overall energy consumption of the train. Consequently, the use of “lighter”
doors has a direct effect on the energy consumption therefore reducing the cost to electrify the
trains while reducing the emissions to the environment.
2. Thermal / acoustic performance
In the recent years we have experienced a continuous demand on behalf of the train
manufacturers to improve the thermal and acoustic behaviour of the doors. The reasons are quite
obvious:
• The thermal coefficient of the door leaves is critical because the total area that the
doors occupy is quite significant and it is a source of “thermal” leaks and heat transfer. This
has a double effect:
o Passenger comfort;
o Efficiency reduction of the HVAC system.
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The use of composite material is the most significant alternative to improve the heat transfer
coefficient and thus improve the thermal performance of the door. The analysis carried out
showed - by using different material combinations- that it is possible to reduce significantly the
heat transfer coefficient (30% or more). The comparison was made using as a bench reference a
standard aluminium door design from MASATS´s portfolio. It can be concluded that a door with a
smaller heat transfer will be more efficient and can lead to a “smaller” HVAC unit which also
reduces the overall energy consumption of the train.
As far as the acoustic behaviour, a proposal has been made of using layers of Helmholtz cells
that can improve the noise attenuation and therefore improve passenger comfort.
3. Corrosion
It is very often to find aluminium doors in operation that are completely corroded and need
to be replaced. This is more frequent in areas where the trains operate near the sea. Corrosion
normally starts from the interior and it is caused primarily by the accumulation of water in the
door interior. A composite door does not present this type of defect and therefore the use of
composite materials can reduce the need of door replacement and retrofit campaigns. Although
no specific percentage of the affected doors has been calculated, trains with different degree of
affectation have been observed; there are trains that were 100% affected and need to replace all
doors and others with 10-20% of the doors affected. The cost to the train operator can be
significant. It also affects the LCC of the train and overall door system.
Finally, concerning the sidewall mould, only one part is necessary to create the representative
section of a wagon that will be used as demonstrator and modularity capabilities have also been
verified. Although it is one part, it is composed of two skins that need to be manufactured
separately before their union. The modular tool thus permits to produce these two skins that have
a different geometry. Moreover, the tool is composed by a common metallic structure; it would
have been necessary to produce twice this structure in the case of non-modular tool. That said,
the modular tool offers a 33% reduction in terms of raw materials and a saving time of about 25%.
Table 8: Savings in the sidewall mould manufacturing for two skins
Savings in raw material
Savings in mold machining
time

33% reduction with respect to manufacture two individual
molds
25% reduction with respect to manufacture two individual
molds

More information on the costs used for the above calculations can be found in Annex I.
In conclusion, although cost constitutes an impediment on using composites in the railway
industry, the aforementioned method has sought to enhance the adoption of composites, leading
to envision an effective manufacturing of lightweight structures and a high energy efficient railway
sector.
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7. Economic Appraisal of the Structural Health Monitoring (SHM)
Systems
7.1. Brief description of the solution
The scope of WS2 was to create a novel integrated remote SHM system, enabling SHM
customization, conducive to further adoption of composite materials in railway industry. The fact
that composite design can reduce manufacturing costs, consolidating various parts and decreasing
assembly steps and time (Locomachs Project, 2016), along with their lightweight performance,
enhancing sustainability initiatives and reducing through-life costs (EPTA, 2018), constitute key
factors demonstrating their huge potential to provide durable solutions.
Currently, various SHM systems exist, including but not limited to: vibration methods, strainbased fibre optics methods, guided waves, acoustic emission, and nanoparticle-doped resins
(Güemes et al., 2020). Within the scope of WS2, a holistic approach with a multidisciplinary
perspective has been developed. Thereon, it has been implemented by merging various
technologies such as AE, fibre optics techniques, and gyroscopes - accelerometers, into a common
car-body monitoring system, detecting and predicting failures. Furthermore, the WS2 deals with
the problem of developing a low cost and energy efficient sensing network, combining the
capability to monitor and detect structural and manufacturing irregularities. Although, a costenergy efficient SHM system with the capability of an early failure detection is still a speculative
field, regarding the WS2, a novel SHM system has been developed by using all latest ML models
RNN, LSTM, CNN, GAN, reducing at the same time maintenance cost, preventing from unnecessary
inspections.
In more details, a SHM system with a dual mode sensor network has been established to be
incorporated in car-body’s, highly complex and bulky, structures. This includes AE technologies
and a network consisting of accelerometers, gyroscopes and temperature sensors, over a wireless
communication network, using Wi-Fi modules, which provide an energy efficient solution at a low
cost.

Figure 9: Car-body spatial Wi-Fi coverage and Wi-Fi micromodules
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Since the integration of various composite car-body structures, including but not limited to:
co-cured and co-bonded composite parts, multi-material joints and hybrid composite-metal
structures, is required on the car-body development, structural integrity shall be ensured using
dedicated monitoring ways. More detailed, the principle of AE (Figure 10) constitutes a mature
and reliable technology and has been used in monitoring structural health of hybrid and composite
joints, as well as monitoring corrosion of relevant joint surfaces.

Figure 10: Indicative acoustic emission procedure
AEs, produced by failures inside the car-body parts, travel through the structure and can
be transformed to signal, uses very sensitive piezoelectric sensors. Failure detection can be
accomplished in a very short time interval, by evaluating the energy release characteristics during
mechanical strain. Therefore, various features can be extracted like the origin of the failure,
extension of the failure and type of damage. The detection capability for voids and failures, along
the propagation path of the acoustic emission wave, were simulated, tested and evaluated by
pencil-lead breaks (Figure 11), on small specimens of CFRP Prepregs. Moreover, a sensor for high
frequency AEs was used to detect small cracks and obstacles. The experimental results and the
difference in values of one acoustic emission feature have been analysed and evaluated on D2.1,
demonstrating the detection efficiency and robustness of the AE solution. The used apparatus to
actually perform AE is the microSHM (from MISTRAS company), having a portable logger of
acoustic emissions, along with four parallel working PZT sensors able to capture minute vibrations.
Further information regarding the complete apparatus description is available at D2.1.

Figure 11: Crack simulations with pencils break on
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The second tool used in monitoring composite structural health of car-bodies consists of:
•
•
•

Accelerometers, low power, high sensitivity utilizing MEMS technology.
Gyroscopes, low power, high sensitivity utilizing MEMS technology.
Temperature, humidity and atmospheric pressure sensors.

More detailed, MEMS (Micro Electro-Mechanical System) fabricated accelerometers and
gyroscopes have been demonstrated to sense very small vibrations. Failure detection and
prediction is realized by observing the vibration behaviour of various car-body parts.
Accelerometers can be used in large pieces of composites bonded on the composite car-body
structure, detecting possible debonding or large internal delamination. At the following picture
(Figure 12), the wireless sensors used for testing are demonstrated.

Figure 12: The complete wireless sensor system
Furthermore, the Fibre Optics System has been developed to enhance the detection efficiency
of failures and defects on composites, based on very sensitive and ultra-low consumption sensors.
The capability to detect ultra-small vibrations measured on the change of the Brag-wavelength
due to vibration induced displacement of the gratings (Figure 12) has been demonstrated on WS2.

Figure 13: Scheme of FBG behaviour

7.2. Issues and Suggestions
As in all work streams so in WS2 COVID had significantly affected it. The most challenging
issue was the delay of real size composite specimens and the disability to test the algorithms on a
real scale composite car-body. For the first case we used small size composite coupons to test the
AE equipment and contacting some basic learning modelling, and apparatus calibration, through
a series of experiments using the PLB and artificial induced holes on the coupon. Also, we
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developed generalized models so as on arrival of real size composites to adapt them. This required
both longer development time and learning model time. Regarding the unavailability of a real carbody we eventually mimic the behaviour and tested the accelerometers through two experimental
setups. At the first set of experiments the wireless accelerometers were placed along the car-body
of a van used by CERTH and made several experimentations over various types of road terrains in
order to establish and understand sensors sensitivity and robustness. Several measurements were
taken over road with rough terrain, bumps and road holes. Pre-processing was applied to clean
and crop the data make them suitable for main process in an attempt after learning to be able to
recognize and classify through model infer incoming road sensor readings. The validation
displayed that ML models can easily detect and classify the underlying road but only by using
rolling window over sensor measurements.
The second experimentation included mounting a real size composite onto van’s interior
side wall, in such a way that part of it was mound firmly, as it should be, and the rest loosely
mounted mimicking the case of loose rivets. Again, the results displayed that accelerometers can
easily detect and classify if the composite is loose or not. Of course, several issues appeared both
in constructing the wireless accelerometer net as large portion of the embedded code could not
be retrieved by corresponding embedding libraries and so they had to be written from the begin.
Perhaps one of the most challenging issue was the way to retrieve data in a general way from
accelerometers and gyroscopes, placed and distributed across the car-body. Not only the problem
of synchronizing the incoming data was a real issue but also as it was based in low power WiFi the
amount of data was not adequate for describing in full the real situation. Various techniques
including GANs and interpolation were used.

7.3. Progress beyond the state-of-the-art
A mixed solution for SHM system based on three approaches was obtained. Merging of
Fibre Optic System along with Acoustic Emission and wireless vibration sensors (accelerometers
and gyroscopes) was performed. The aim was to make a promising and reliable SHM 24/7 system.
Moreover, using state-of-the-art ML techniques, almost all available models were evaluated. LSTM
provides better behaviour than RNN with RNN having lots of convergence problems and could be
substituted by GRU models. All CARBODIN censoring problems exhibit strong time series learning
behaviour and therefore such recurrent models is a good choice. Regarding DNN the problem
especially for the case of multiples sensors with the usual noise that trains could exhibit during
operation cannot provide learning based on simple sensor measurement. Either statistical data
retrieved from the sensor measurements on large windows must be provided as input the DNN
learning or to treat raw sensor measurements as multi instance problem where by observing a
bunch of input recordings to conclude to prediction or failure. Therefore, it is imperative in
accelerometers to use a window of measurements and on it to conclude on possible failure and of
course repeated patterns is of essence in detecting them. It was the first-time data taken from low
power and low speed sensor net, reconstructed through GANs and assisting input example set,
thereon, helping DNNs in convergence.
Gyroscopes could clearly help accelerometers in providing additional features predicting
and classifying on failures. In AE as the apparatus provides a set of extracted features for each
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single measurement/waveform sensing minimum and maximum values and STD over features
values it is apparent that such bulk of information good be treated as “image” and therefore leave
CNN to predict and classify failures. Both of these solutions DNN and CNN entail the problem what
is the best window size and whether the available windows derived from raw input sensor
measurements, are enough in providing decent inference / generalization, or additional data
“images” must be created, even by manipulating the original input set of “images”. From the
answer to that depends the level of prediction, as the number of required input “images” that
must be seeded to the learning model grows proportional. If the required prediction is very basing,
with low resolution, then no additional “images” are required, on the other hand if we require
high prediction resolution additional real sensor “images” are required, along with “images”
produced by post-processing the input “images” directly derived from the raw sensor
measurements.
The results displayed that regression and classification are possible, robust, and promising
both in AE detecting composite failures but also in detecting composite to metal joints defects,
along of course with accelerometer detecting loosely composite parts. The same goes with FOS
predicting and detecting composite strains and detecting composite temperature.

7.4. Expected Impacts
Adopting new material in such sensitive market could prove to be quite demanding. Although the
composite material exists for decades and is widely used in airplanes and cars, their roles up to
now were complementary not used for structural parts. Of course, it is not only the issue of safety
but also the accompanying problems regarding directly or indirectly costs especially those derived
from elongated maintenance down times. Regarding the structural health monitoring of
composite materials, safety and reliability are the most important factors. With the development
of the current system, maintenance and monitoring of composite parts are ensured in the most
efficient way. Wide adoption of composites in trains is considered to reduce transport energy
consumption, enabling trains to be considered as eco-friendly, lowering CO2 emissions and being
more sustainable than ever before. At the same time, lighter trains lead to faster travelling,
enhancing comfort and customer acceptance as trains will be safe, accurate and fast. The use of
composites due to their flexible shaping can provide more ergonomic and aesthetic car-body
interiors urging passengers to use these new trains.

7.5. Economic appraisal of the solution developed in WS2
In an attempt to perform an economic appraisal of the solution developed in WS2, Table 9
below provides the relevant costs:
Table 9: Cost for the development of the SHM under WS2
SHM system parts
1st tool AE
AE Technologies, main board, software
PZT Sensors for low and high frequency AEs
PZT Sensors with extended bandwidth

Relevant costs (€)
11.160
2.560
1.667
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2nd Tool
Modules with low power, high sensitivity
utilizing MEMS technology with each module
carrying
accelerometer,
gyroscope,
temperature, humidity and atmospheric
pressure including WiFi module (5 modules
were bought)
WiFi to Wan router, gateway

1.994
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Besides all previous critical issues that are handled by the SHM, quantifying exactly the
impact of SHM in reducing maintenance, including costs and in general assisting in a quantify way
during the life cycle of a train car-body, is a difficult task as it is an extremely multi-parametric job,
especially providing a specific algebraic formulation. There are no available and solid data
regarding the maintenance cost and down time based on current market technology. Also, it is
very difficult to assess whether a large number of maintenance acts over the car-body with very
small down-time is better than small number of maintenance times but with large down time
windows. Moreover, at this time it is not possible to predict that current available in-situ repair
techniques are good enough to protect long-time train’s car-body due to trains harsh operating
environment.
Although right now the cost of producing composite parts could be a restriction, it is not
certain if economies of scale could eventually reduce significantly composite manufacturing cost.
On all these previous questions the simple common sense dictates that eventually composite in
the overall, including both the transportation energy consumption that will be reduced along with
the increased speed and a strong possibility in reduction of composite manufacturing cost, and
along with strong indications of reducing direct and indirect impacts of train-body maintenance,
all suggest that indeed composite is a very good solution and all aforementioned assisting systems
would be of great service, but regarding specific quantification remains to be seen in practise.
In conclusion and despite the fact of difficulty in specifying and quantifying the impact of
SHM, one might say a rough estimation would be between 5% to 30% of increased overall positive
impact by applying the SHM monitoring car-body’s composite parts. Lastly, despite any
quantification it is most important to indicate and stress-out that new promising material used for
car-body manufacturing cannot be simply accepted and securely deployed without the need of
monitoring them, constantly reassuring of its safety. This is exactly the central impact of SHM in
composite usage on car-body structural parts.
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8. Economic Appraisal of Process Automation
Brief description of the solution
WS3 addresses the development of automated and cost-effective solutions for the
manufacturing of the car body based on CFRP materials. At present there are not many
developments in this field and the standard solution is based on traditional metallic materials.
Hence, most of the actual constructions are built in either steel grades or aluminium alloys. At
present, there is to the authors knowledge just one industrial solution where one of the partners
of CARBODIN was involved (i.e. CG Rail designed and built the worldwide 1st lightweight carbody
shell made of CFRP for the CETROVO subway).
Given the increasing interest in this field there are a growing number of investigations
addressing CFRP implementation on railway industry. There are several specific technical
challenges that are hindering further composite expansion on this field. Some of the main ones
are listed below;
1. Fire resistance is a big topic and there are currently materials being developed to stand
HL2/HL3 according EN 45545 with a different degree of performance.
2. Cost is a big limitation when trying to introduce CFRP based materials (i.e., cost can
represent 2-10 times the cost of standard steel grades).
3. Manufacturing process (OOA) for primary structure are at present not developed to their
full potential.
4. Process robustness which is related with the fact of many manufacturing steps being still
highly manual labour intensive as well as the lack of adequate process monitoring
technologies have implications on performance, discarded parts and so on

8.2. Issues and suggestions
The CARBODIN Project and more specifically WS3 addresses this topic at different extent
considering the complexity involved in each of the points. The technologies contemplated for the
different aspects are briefly summarized in Table 10 below:
Table 10: Challenges faced by CFRP implementation mapped against CARBODIN solutions
CHALLENGE
1. FIRE RESISTANCE

2. COST

CARBODIN TECHNOLOGY
1. Material grades fulfilling fire requirements have been selected for both
polymeric matrix and foam (D3.1; D3.3). However, concerning the fibre
reinforcements some limitations have been found since dry blindered
fibre (i.e. material to be used with robotized heads have yet not be
developed for railway industry).
1. Self-heated silicone membrane for VIP process. This can substantially
minimize the cost of ancillary products as well as improve energy costs.
2. Automated preforming technology based on AFP technology. This will
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3. OOA MANUFACTURING
PROCESS

4. PROCESS ROBUSTNESS

considerably reduce the cost of material use since it is an additive
manufacturing technology (net-shape) and improve the productivity as
compare as to manual deposition with the assistance of laser tracking
systems.
3. Resin cure monitoring by DEA and FOS sensors. This will help adapting
cycle times in order to optimize the overall process duration as well as
energy consumption of the equipment used during curing (e.g., selfheated silicon membrane, oven and so forth).
1. VIP technology based on self-heated silicone membrane and dry
bindered fibres. This is a technology which is currently being developed in
the framework of aeronautical industry for similar purposes. However, it
should be once again mentioned that dry bindered fibre has yet not been
developed for railway industry (i.e., incompatibilities fibre/matrix have
been found).
1. Automated preforming technology based on AFP technology will
improve stacking the materials manually with the assistance of laser
tracking systems.
2. Process monitoring by means of DEA and FOS sensors both in the mould
and component, as well as thermography technology will assist on
monitoring different parameters and features. This will prevent early
damages to occur, it will improve the reliability of the final component and
it will enable controlling several parameters.

8.3. Progress beyond the state-of-the-art
1. Material Grade
Materials have not been developed in the framework of CARBODIN but given the
paramount importance of this, a separate section is devoted to this subject. As already
mentioned, fire resistance is a critical aspect of any new material to be introduced in railway
industry.
At present different approaches are identified concerning polymer-based composite
materials; 1) resin grades with fire resistant additives and of different nature (i.e. inherent fire
resistance) 2) intumescent coatings which can provide a barrier in order to fulfil the
requirements. It should be mentioned that normally approach 1 lead to worse mechanical
properties and a high effort is being placed by resin formulators in order to improve this fact.
Also, normally these highly loaded resins are very difficult to process, leading to choose
prepreg grades in order to optimize this.
During CARBODIN the 2nd approach was followed since it appears to be the most
adequate for VIP processing. In any case it should be mentioned that fire tests were out of the
scope of Carbodin. Material selection was addressed on D3.1. In short, these materials were
chosen;
1. RESIN: Urethane acrylate (Crestapol 1261 of Scott Bader)
2. BINDERED DRY FIBRE: TR50 carbon fibre of 160gsm (TeXtreme).
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3. CORE; PET foam with a density of 210 kg/m3 and a thickness of 30mm (T90 FST resistance
grade, 3A Composites).
2. SELF-HEATED SILICONE MEMBRANE
Self-heated silicone membrane for VIP process can substantially minimize the cost of
ancillary products as well as improve energy costs. The optimization and different trials
performed with the self-heated mould have been thoroughly explained on D3.3. This
technology shows great potential for monolithic components since, on top of the
aforementioned costs savings the manufacturing process is 30% faster than standard VIP
(Figure 14).

Figure 14: (left-hand side) Infusion manufacturing process for a monolithic composite using a silicone
membrane and (right-hand side) comparative of resin flow velocity for a standard VIP and VIP assisted by
a self-heated silicone membrane

However, several downsides of this process were also identified. It should be mentioned that due
to the market shortages experience in this last year together with the technical difficulties of this
tasks some of them have not yet been fully solved. The limitations of the technology are;
-

Thermal gradients have been found due to one side heating and the thermal isolation
provided by the own sandwich’s foam. In some cases, this can go up to 20-30C. Hence this
will presumably have an influence on residual stresses development and final mechanical
performance. In order to avoid this, an improved set up was envisaged which is cheaper
than conventional heated metallic moulds and comprises a counter mould with a silicone
blanket. Unfortunately, this could not reach on time our facilities and could not be
conveniently tested.
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Figure 15: Schematic of the improved design with two-side heating for minimizing thermal gradients on
sandwich constructions.

Process monitoring also proved to be a difficult aspect to accomplish with this technology.
Thus, thermography loses sensitivity due to opacity of the mould. And sensing with either FOS or
DC is difficult due to the wiring. Thus, there is two competing requirements for the silicone
membrane; vacuum level (i.e., which translates into the quality of the component) and wiring
survival (i.e. preventing the peripherical sealing to break the wire). Again, the improvements on
this design were made on the set-up depicted in Figure 15 but they could not be experimentally
tested yet.

Figure 16: (left hand side figure) set up of the self-heated silicone membrane performing temperature and
vacuum levels verifications (right hand side figure) thermography during the infusion of the resin.

3. Automated performing technology
Preform manufacturing by means of robotized technologies such as AFP represent a
considerable advancement for labour intensive industries. The developments performed in this
regard are also summarized in D3.3. This technology which also gets named DFP (direct fibre
placement) or DRP (direct roving placement) has minor distinctions mainly related with the fibre
width applied. Nonetheless, this technology has been developed for the aeronautical industry and,
as such, the reinforcements have been developed to be compatible mainly with epoxy resin
chemistry (i.e., sizing and binder). The binder which is a product added to the dry fibre so to be
able to manufacture the preforms (i.e., allowing instant adhesion among the different plies)
appears to be critical for attaining an adequate permeability which in turn is a critical parameter
for the infusion process itself. An extensive market study was performed and only 5 main
manufacturers were found worldwide at the moment of performing CARBODIN developments.
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Finally, two material grades were tested (i.e. from TeXtreme and Hexcel) and full optimization was
not accomplished due to market shortage in the last year.

Figure 17: (left- hand side figure) permeability issues during VIP process of TeXtreme dry bindered
preforms (middle figure) optimized VIP process of the Hexcel dry bindered preforms (light-hand side
figure) analysis performed of resin flow during VIP process with Hexcel dry bindered preforms.

4. Process Monitoring
Different technologies have been addressed during CARBODIN project. Namely
thermography, FOS and DEA sensors. The first one probed to have a limited effectiveness since
only a few failures can be detected and limited information on the state of the component is also
provided. On the other hand, DEA sensors also suffer from a lack of efficiency since the pressure
along the process is not constant which affects the sensor measurements. In any case, DEA
sensors’ efficiency is proven with standard epoxy resin however it was observed that these sensors
don not actuate as good with the urethane acrylate resin Crestapol 1261 from Scott Bader since
only slight variations of the ionic viscosity are detected. Hence, it is not possible to determine
curing time.

Figure 18: DEA sensors detail on the mould
Lastly, FOS proved to be a valuable tool for both structural health monitoring (SHM) as well as for
process monitoring. As described in deliverables D2.3, D3.2, and D3.3. However, a considerable
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amount of trials is needed to performed calibrations, decouple signals and understand the system
response to different parameters. In short, FOS can detect a number of typical VIP features such
as; resin arrival, exothermal peaks, vacuum variations, and thermal gradients. Also, FOS can be
used to derived the stress state of the component due to mechanical or physical factors.

Figure 19: Design and schemes of the distributed FOS integrated at different layers of one of the
sandwich specimens

8.4. Expected benefits
The expected benefits from the developed solution can be summarized as follows:
• Reduction in manual labor;
• Zero-defect manufacturing;
• Increase resource efficiency,
• Saving of undesired scrap recycling costs;
• Saving of energy and time;
• Reduction of manufacturing costs through process integration.

8.5. Economic appraisal of the solution developed in WS3
The solution developed in the framework of WS3 of the CARBODIN Project entails the following
cost estimations:
Stage of prototype
1st time development of solution
2nd time development of solution

Cost (€)
377.000
150.000
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Subsequent production

50.000

On the other hand, the benefits expected by the implementation of the solution and the relevant
reduction of costs can be depicted in Table 11 below:
Table 11: Expected benefits and relevant cost reductions
Technology description
Main technology
Reducing manufacturing costs AUTOMATION
by means of automation
CONTROL
Quality improvement through
optimized fibre alignment
accuracy, reproducibility, and
overall manufacturing quality

Reducing manufacturing cost
through process integration
(co-cured, co-bonded, etc.)

PROCESS INTEGRATION vs.
2ary operations (i.e. adhesive
bonding, mechanical
fastening, etc.)

KPI
60% manual labour reduction
has been reported in
literature for similar
applications
Zero-defect manufacturing
increase resource efficiency,
saving undesired scrap
recycling costs, energy and
time. Leading to an overall
resource efficiency of 30% of
15% in terms of materials and
30% in terms of energy1, 2.
30% has been reported in
literature (*this should be
carefully analysed for every
specific application)3

1

Wind Blade Manufacturing Innovations, PPG; Sandia National Laboratories, 2012
https://ornlenergyestimatortools.shinyapps.io/frpc-energy-estimator2
3
Lightweight design and the right process for this goal?, HBW-Gubesch Thermoforming GmbH
2
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9. Economic Appraisal of process integrating joint concepts and
modular concepts
9.1. Brief description of the solution
WS4 addresses modular and joint concepts which ultimately will lead to cost-effective
solutions for the manufacturing of the car body based on CFRP materials. At present many
industries are facing the challenge of material mix and increasingly the right material it is being
placed at the right place. However, this has implications on the need of additional joining steps
which can substantially increase manufacturing costs. Aeronautical industry could be seen as a
pioneer actor in this field given the dimensions of the structures, complexity and requirements. In
the last years a considerable effort has been placed on adopting integrations approaches where
two or more substructures are built in on shot (i.e. co-cured, co-bond or 2ary bonding are the
standard approaches and are ordered by the level of integration from high to low). Hence the
challenges faces are listed below:
1. Joint integration of materials of different nature is a complex aspects and solutions are
needed to be developed ad-hoc for specific applications.
2. Cost of secondary operations which also normally implies finishing operations.

9.2. Issues and suggestions
CARBODIN and more specifically WS4 addresses this topic at different extent considering the
complexity involved in each of the points. The technologies contemplated for the different aspects
are briefly summarized in Table 12 below:
Table 12: Challenges faced by CFRP implementation mapped against CARBODIN solutions
CHALLENGE
1. JOINT INTEGRATION

2. COST

CARBODIN TECHNOLOGY
1. One-shot manufacturing processes (process integration) will be
pursued. This implies design and calculate the joint as well as an important
extent of experimental work to verify and quantify the different aspect
implicated on the different alternatives.
1. Modular designs. This can substantially minimize the cost of moulds and
tooling.
2. Process integration. This will considerably reduce the cost of material
use due to the assimilation of different manufacturing steps in one as well
as derived from the productivity improvement and elimination of
additional joining technologies (e.g. adhesives, fasteners, bolts, etc.)
3. 3D printing technology. This additive manufacturing technology can
improve the cost of new developments both at the tooling and component
level.
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9.3. Progress beyond the state-of-the-art
Two distinct problems have been identified in traditional industrial construction.
1. Standard structural design normally comprises manufacturing components and subcomponents on
different manufacturing steps. This implies subsequent assembly stages by means of secondary
operations. Ultimately, this increases weight at the component level, as well as material usage, cost
and time at the manufacturing one.
2. Little material combination is found in industrial applications. Hence, usually components are built
in just one single monolithic material.

The solution proposed in Carbodin will comprise the following features;
1. Process integration will be maximized (i.e. one-shot manufacturing). Hence, the integration of
inserts for secondary assembly as well as reinforcing structures will be embedded in the main
manufacturing process whenever possible.
2. Materials of different nature will be combined in a single structure in order to improve the
weight/performance ratio as compare as monolithic materials.
3. 3D printed inserts will be developed to enable novel features of conventional structures.

In order to develop these different technologies, the following was accomplished.
1. Process integration (co-cured approach)
A representative case study was designed in the framework of WS4 as thoroughly described on
D4.2. Two different levels of process integration were considered and defined as high and medium
integration. The results of both approaches can be found on D4.3. In Figure 20 and Figure 21 the
main manufacturing steps of both approaches are depicted.
1

2

3

Figure 20: Steps of the DEMO structure manufacturing by means of a one-shot process
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Figure 21: Steps of the DEMO structure manufacturing in two steps
During the optimization it was found that both strategies lead to approximately the same fiber
content 58-61 wt band hence similar expected mechanical performance. Also, the comparison of
the metrics of both VIP process indicate that the full integrated demonstrators lead to
considerable savings on both process productivity, material usage (ancillary material) as well as
energy savings due to avoidance of a second curing cycle.
2. 3D printing technology
In the framework of CARBODIN a breakthrough application was contemplated for 3D printing
technology at the component level. Thus, an insert was designed as an alternative to the metallic
inserts that are currently used for this application. This has considerable savings from the weight
perspective, but it has additional advantages such as tooling and redesign savings (as compare as
to subtractive technologies). Different FST filament grades were assessed, their process window
was adjusted, and the mechanical performance consequently characterized. High effort was
placed on studying the dissimilar joint strength with different strategies, and to optimize the
embedding strategy considering not only mechanical performance but also manufacturing
feasibility. The work accomplished has been thoroughly explained in D4.1, D4.2 and D4.3.
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Figure 22: 3D printed parts with different layer height configurations and hence different surface finish

9.4. Expected benefits
Process integration strategies have been identified in industry where large structures are
being built, since in this specific application will present the larger benefits. More specifically, and
to the authors knowledge, this approach has been found just on aeronautical industry. Also, it
should be mentioned that it is normally limited to the integration of ribs and stringers on a CFRP
monolithic structure.
This innovation will introduce several novel features:
1. Introduction of 3D printed insert on structural components
2. Process integration having sandwich structures as the main constructional component

Table 13 exhibit some expected impacts with their associated KPIs.
Table 13: Expected benefits and relevant cost reductions
Technology description
Reducing manufacturing cost
through process integration
(co-cured, co-bonded, etc.)

Main technology
PROCESS INTEGRATION vs.
2ary operations (i.e. adhesive
bonding, mechanical
fastening, etc.)

KPI
As shown on deliverable D4.3
one-shot manufacturing has
exhibit savings of 50% in
energy consumption and
operation, 30% in labour costs
and 7% in material.

9.5. Economic appraisal of the solution developed in WS4
The solution developed in the framework of WS4 of the CARBODIN Project entails the following
cost estimations:
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Stage of prototype
time development of solution
2nd time development of solution
Subsequent production
1st

Cost (€)
120.000
75.000
50.000
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10.
Economic appraisal for the solutions for thermal and noise
reduction in the doors’ area
10.1. Brief description of the solution
A train door is a relatively thin structure, when compared with the carbody walls. Thus, the
sound attenuation is more difficult there. The PIVOT project results define target values for heat
exchange coefficient (reduction from average 5.5 to 3.3 W/m2K) and for sound transmission loss
(increase from average 32 dB to 38 dB midterm or 35 dB long term).
The application of the Helmholtz resonators for sound attenuation, in combination with the
thermal isolation material inside the door structure, has been proposed and named HRTL concept
(Helmholtz Resonator Thermal Layer).
The heat transfer through the door structure will be sufficiently improved (reach the target)
when metallic profiles of the door frames (not necessarily the door cover shells) will be replaced
by polymer or laminate composite profiles. This way, the metallic thermal bridges will be
eliminated.
Metallic door structures, commonly used in regional trains, have a potential for improvement
regarding heat transfer when non-metallic materials will be used. The Helmholtz resonators are
being used in the plane structures. In the CARBODIN Project they are introduced in the regional
train door structure.
The limitations and challenges regard material and manufacturing costs, door weight (16 kg
to be kept constant or reduced), the door stiffness (horizontal door deflection of no more than 20
mm is allowed for passenger safety), fire resistance.
The results of WS6 have been described in two reports. The first report (D6.1, title "Report on
materials and strategies for thermal and acoustic isolation") describes the design concept of a train
door cross section which provides both, the noise attenuation and thermal isolation. The concept
has been named HRTL (Helmholtz Resonator Thermal Layer concept), see Figure 23 and Figure 24.

Figure 23: HRTL outline (3D sketch) – acoustic layer
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Figure 24: HRTL outline (2D section view); yellow - thermal layer, green - acoustic layer
In the report, a specific solution named HRTL1 has been described and checked by
calculations. The specific report, D6.1, includes also the description of material features and prices.
The second report (D .2, title “Report on CARBODIN thermal and acoustic solutions”) reports
further investigation works on the HRTL1 design, a sensitivity study and variant solutions study. As
well as investigation results of a typical regional train door of MASATS and improvement variants
checking results (Figure 25).

Figure 25: Sound Transmission Loss, STL [dB], of a HTRL1 concept variant
At the end, a 3D approach for noise distribution calculation in a vestibule has been performed,
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considering a metallic door and a polymer and laminate version of the door. The results confirm
that the HRTL1 design will fulfil the WS6 targets. However, due to the project duration and limited
resources, the detailed application work has to be continued. The MASATS door variants can also
be accordingly modified.
For thermal isolation, the main issue is avoiding thermal bridges. This can be achieved when
polymer or composite structures inside the door leaf will be applied, instead of the metallic
solutions. A composite window glass structure as applied by MASATS has very good isolating
features. For acoustic isolation, the main issue is to choose the design variants which will provide
sufficient noise attenuation (STL, Sound Transmission Loss), will have limited weight and will
provide sufficient structure stiffness. It is the same problem faced when replacing the metallic
door structure by composite laminate structure (WS5).
The mitigation is to use combined solutions and smart reinforcements. This work is to be
continued because, the weight limit of 16 kg for the door leaf is very low.

10.2. Issues and suggestions
Below, the main issues encountered are mentioned, along with the methodologies for tackling
them:
1. Numerical test bench for studying and optimizing Helmholtz resonators: When Helmholtz
resonators are applied in a large scale and number, the optimization tools are needed to
find compromise between the limitations like geometry and to adapt the size to certain
sound frequencies or frequency ranges which have to be attenuated. Software
configuration and customization for quick optimization was done; Altair OptiStruct
software used as environment of the numerical test bench. The explicit and implicit
algorithms have been compared. The implicit one proved to be more practical.
2. Different approaches to vibrations of the train door in the acoustic range have been
compared. In particular the Time Response and the Frequency Response methodology
have been analyzed in detail. The Frequency Response has been confirmed more practical
and has been reported.
3. No input was provided by PIVOT/PIVOT2, except target values for heat exchange and sound
attenuation. Basic door geometry was expected to enable comparable results. MASATS has
made the door documentation (CAD model) available to ENDEGO. Most of material
analyses have been performed on the Finite Element models of this regional train door.
The models have been created, exploited and reported by ENDEGO. The detailed results
have been made available for MASATS for good cooperation and as a compensation for
trust. In particular deep thermal analyses and many combinations have been checked
numerically.

10.3. Progress beyond the state-of-the-art
There are no special solutions in the regional train door structures currently, except composite
glass for the windows and isolating foam for thermal and acoustic isolation between the door
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shells. The starting Technical Readiness Level has been assessed at level 2 or 3. The WS6 achieved
TRL is being assessed for 5-6. It still needs work to cope with some challenges, as listed above.
Small sample prototypes of door sections are available for lab investigations and for
demonstration purposes.

10.4. Expected benefits
The unique value is the application of the Helmholtz resonators in the train structures (not
known yet). The achieved relatively low heat exchange coefficient value can be used as a
competitive differentiator by MASATS. The solutions can be used in other railway structures than
doors: floor, walls, roof.
The expected impacts on the doors sales respectively, income from licenses:
a) for metallic carbodies, new, replacement by MASATS; price depending on achieved benefit/cost
relation; before all this happens, further investment is needed: large scale prototypes,
measurements, improvements after feedback, optimization for efficiency, cost, technology,
weight; first approach: 2 Mio EUR, duration 3-5 years till the market can be launched,
b) for composite laminate carbodies: low probability for series now; however, the holistic
approach would be the best: the proposed solutions can be applied for other structures of the
carbody than the doors only,
c) other industries where the structure thermal and acoustic features have to be improved, can
also be addressed.

10.5. Economic appraisal of the solution developed in WS6
In the tables that follow, the costs for the development of the solution are provided. These
costs are next used in order to perform a Cost- Benefit Analysis, aiming to identify the degree to
which the development and most importantly, the implementation of the solution would be cost
effective.
Direct Costs
Cost category
Labor (according to time sheets, forecast incl
Feb 2022)
Manufacturing (prototyping costs included in
the external services costs "laboratory"
laboratory (prototyping & measurements))
Travel
Software licenses
Sum
Indirect Costs
Cost category
Fixed activity costs/office, equipment, central
services like IT, HR, book keeping

Cost (€)
117.000
17.700

1.000
5.400
141.100
Cost (€)
200.000
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Sum
Intangible costs
Cost category
Lost margin
Employer part of employee health insurance
and pension
Sum
Costs for potential risks
Cost category
Patent attorney
Publication costs
Participation in trade fares and conferences
Sum
Total
•

•

200.000
Cost (€)
50.000
20.000
70.000
Cost (€)
1.200
5.000
5.000
11.200
422.300

Assumption 1: 10% of ENDEGO costs applied for common conferences and coordination,
preparation of input data like a door model and material data comparison (1+2 engineers).
Therefore, total cost for WS6 at MASATS: 42.000€.
Assumption 2: 20% of ENDEGO costs applied for software license, working hours for
preparing simulation model, testing and reporting as well as coordinating activity (2+1
engineers). Therefore, total costs for WS6 for DICEA: 84.500€.

Based on the above, the total costs for the development of the solution is 549.000€.
Moving on, the further investment, necessary to bring a mature product (door with
improved thermal and acoustic features, light weight) to the market (ENDEGO, MASATS, SMT),
includes:
-

prototypes in full scale
measurements for feedback
improvement loops
preparing production line (tooling and testing)
marketing activities: 50 kEUR per year
sales activities: 100 kEUR per year

The sum for the above investment is roughly assessed for a new 3 years project at the
amount of 5.500€.
The current manufacturing costs for one door set (door leafs, frame and surrounding) plus
current marketing and sales costs as well as technical service and liability costs (risks) is
assumed to be 3.000€.
The average sum when 2.000 door sets are manufactured per year: 6.000.000 € per year.
One door set is assumed to be sold at the cost of 5.000€ EUR.
Therefore, average income when 2.000 door sets are sold per year: 10.000.000€ per year
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Deducting all costs - assumed Margin 20%: 2.000.000€ per year.
Based on the above, with an investment of ca. 6.050.000€ (sum of the above), the Net
Present Value would be zero after 3 years.
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11.
Economic appraisal for the accessibility to passenger trains
(ramps, thresholds, gap filler)
10.6. Brief description of the solution
Following an extensive literature review, it can be stated that train door failures are the most
relevant cause of delay and disruption of rail transport service. Despite the wide implementation
of the electric doors and related features (e.g., sensitive edge, pushbuttons, slim design, etc.), train
accessibility systems still present a low level of reliability and safety, thus being one of the main
components causing disturbances and accidents on the rail network, sometimes with serious
consequences for the involved passengers. This issue becomes critical for regional and urban rail
systems characterized by many stops along the line with frequent alighting and boarding
passengers.
The accessibility requirement at the level of the train-platform system is recognized as
essential for all railway passengers; however, it increases its crucial importance when it refers to
Persons with Reduced Mobility (PRM) or, in any case, people with temporary or permanent
disabilities to whom it is necessary to guarantee a safe and, at the same time, comfortable train
access. Indeed, in the case of travellers being PRM, a list of procedures is currently required to
enable a coherent operation between the Infrastructure Manager (IM) and the Railway
Undertaking (RU) responsible for the rolling stock sub-system. In doing so, disabled passengers are
generally provided with an assistance service for boarding and alighting from trains. This service,
activated upon reservation in advance, is always necessary for wheelchair passengers. In such a
case, the time required for booking is quite large, thus preventing the disabled passenger, unlike
any other customer, from making their travel decisions in a short time.
The topic’s relevance is also confirmed by the technological evolution concerning the boarding
devices (i.e., ramps and gap filler) allowing disabled people access and egress trains in an
autonomous manner, which are echoed by the mandatory rules at the European level. To this end,
the PRM Technical Specifications for Interoperability (TSI) must be intended as a mandatory
technological focal point for improving the PRM accessibility to rail systems. Indeed, they cover all
the essential requirements (§2.3 (3) PRM TSI), referred to passengers’ safety. Besides, platform
ramps and onboard ramps, as manual, semi-automatic or automatic device that “is positioned
between the vehicle door threshold and the platform” ( .2.2.12.2 PRM TSI), also represent one of
the Interoperability Constituents (ICs) for PRM TSI.
All the above outlines the relevance of the train boarding accessibility, also stressing how
room for further improvements, whit a specific focus on PRM, is still high. To this end, the
contribution of such a study case to the CARBODIN project is relevant.
To achieve level access from platform to train, particularly for wheelchair-using passengers, is
quite complicated. Currently, there is no standard solution addressing the variation concerning
the boarding interface between platform and vehicle. This implies that in most cases, assistance
from the rail personnel is the only way to ensure train accessibility for PRM via vehicle-based or
platform-based portable ramps operated by staff on trains. Besides, platform heights and vehicle
design generally aren’t under the same authority’s responsibility, making the case even more
complex to solve, with a consequent increase in the dwell-time at stations which negatively
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impacts the operating model.
In this context, the proposed train boarding device is conceived as a new solution that
improves the train accessibility for passengers encountering significant boarding and alighting
manoeuvres due to their reduced mobility. From a functional standpoint, it compensates for a
maximum vertical gap of 140 mm, while the maximum horizontal gap is 300 mm.
The ramp/gap bridge has a minimum effective width of 1300 mm and its opening will always
be from a higher train position to the platform or at the level. Moreover, an integrated sensors
system detects the position of the platform; thus, deploying the device as gap filler, ramp or step
depending on the specific condition. This means that the only input from the end-user is to push
the button on the door.
As regards the description of the proposed CARBODIN solution (Figure 26), the theoretical
concepts – based on reviewing the functional requirements for the boarding equipment derived
from both PIVOT Entrance System featuring the train-platform accessibility along with the
technical description of the mock-up as provided by MASATS - have been translated into a physical
demonstrator to test accessibility and safety train passengers under diverse criticality levels. Thus,
the corresponding pilot test, performed via a static prototype equipped with the boarding device,
has been planned and arranged according to an “ad hoc” testing methodology involving a
meaningful sample of PRM. Such a methodology included: a setup of comparative testing
conditions, representativeness criteria for the panel (sample building as heterogeneous as
possible), identification of dedicated quantitative and qualitative assessment criteria, and a
guideline for planning and scheduling testing activities.

Figure 26: Logical steps behind WS7 the proposed solution

Starting from the actual availability of volunteers to taking part in the demo activities (also
considering that, being in the pandemic times, half of the people initially willing to attend the test
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were not able to reach the demonstration site), tests involved respectively five Electric Wheelchair
(EW) users, four Manual Wheelchair (MW) users, one crutch user (CU) along with one Visually
Impaired (VI) person.
As far as the prototype is concerned (Figure 27), it has been designed as a stationary apparatus
made available at the MASATS manufacturer premises (Barcelona/Sant Salvador de Guardiola,
Spain). Such a mock-up, consisting of a metal frame capable of emulating the side panel of a typical
train wagon, accommodates a gap bridge/ramp device (2 in 1) along with a complete system
composed of a door mechanism and two-door leaves (sliding/plug movement).

Figure 27: The prototype at the test site
Simulations were performed with replicating Boarding and Alighting (B&A) procedures, and
according to this, three criticality levels were defined as follows: Low Level (LL) obtained by
performing 3 B&A cycles for each of the PRM clusters; Medium Level (ML) obtained by completing
3 B&A cycles for each combination without repetition of all pairs of the PRM cluster, and High
Level (HL) obtained by performing 3 B&A cycles for each combination of all groups of 3 people
belonging to each PRM cluster.
Moreover, to increase the reality and reliability of trial tests, different platform height
conditions were also simulated, thus allowing to test of the boarding device according to the threefold usage, i.e., a ramp, a step and a gap bridge.
The testing activities lasted 3 days, in September 2021, during which around 330-340
movements of the device were performed (294 of them involving PRM boarding and alighting
cycles).

11.1. Issues and suggestions
No management problems were encountered or operational issues detected during the tests in
this context.

11.2. Progress beyond the state-of-the-art
In terms of advanced contribution beyond the state of art, the proposed train boarding aid is a
well-advanced device tested successfully under various simulated train boarding conditions.
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Although such a device needs further validation experiments in a real environment along with
being submitted to a certification process before entering the market, at the current stage, it
represents an advanced solution to be implemented for creating a concrete opportunity to access
the train autonomously by people with temporary or permanent disabilities.

11.3. Expected impacts
Regarding the expected impacts from the train boarding device, include lowering of the times
for the autonomous entry of the PRM inside the train by up to 20%, if compared to the boarding
equipment handled manually. Moreover, it likely contributes to increasing passengers’ comfort
and it is also expected to reduce the train stopping time at the stations by up to 5%.
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12.

Economic appraisal of the modular interior’s concept

12.1. Brief description of the solution
The main objective of WS8 was to develop a modular floor with and easy way to plug and play
it. This solution will allow to change the floor without disassembly other components such as
furniture, bike racks, etc. With this modular solution, the customer can easily customize the design
according to his needs. Therefore, it reduces the manufacturing cost and the assembly time.
During the WP progress, various designs of modular floor have been developed. Specifically,
five concept ideas that are sketched and for aesthetic purpose only. After the development of this
first book of ideas V1, the best two ideas selected have been developed in more detail in book of
ideas V2.

Figure 28: Ideas selected from PIVOT2 to be further developed
Once the two best proposals were selected, the next step was to develop the plug and play
solution. The idea is that there is no gap between panels, so no one can remove the panel easily.
That is how it is done for technical floors, so the only “joint force between panels” is the gravity.
The different in this application is that trains are in constant movement (it is expose to vibrations,
inertia, etc) so there must be a clamping system.
The Plug & Play system is an essential part of the solution. In D8.2 “Technical Analysis”, there
is a list with several plug and plays systems. The system finally implemented in the modular floor
is depicted in Figure 29 below.
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Figure 29: SNAPLOC Solution for the plug and play system
The SNAPLOC solution is a good option because it is made to absorb the movement of the
train mentioned before. To assembly the plug and play solution, a part has been designed. It fits
with the coupling thanks to the rib. There are four holes as the hard points, to screw the part to it.
Because the coupling is a cylinder, there will be two parts per each hard point.
Finally, the solution is designed considering an area from the layout provided by PIVOT2.

Figure 30: Square and triangle/rhombuses panels
Further information is available at D8.1 “Design studies” and D 8. “Physical mock-ups”.
Another relevant task in WP8 was the development of a Virtual Reality Configurator for carriage
interiors, to help with one of the problems for interior renovation.
The basic problem to be addressed considers improving agility in decision-making related to
interior configuration changes, through a large capacity visual tool in which different variants of
elements to be combined, such as seats, lights, auxiliary furniture, are available. Added to these
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elements are some visual capabilities to assess both ergonomics and weight distribution in the
wagon, providing freedom of movement in the use of virtual viewpoints or dynamic heat maps
that represent payload distribution.
3D Datasets and 2 initial layouts have been provided from PIVOT-2 to test the operation with
real assets, and others have been added to the inventory to have more variety of elements. We
have not found a similar tool on the market that covers all the exposed needs in an agile and
scalable way, so an immersive dimensional 3d engine with real-time visualization capabilities has
been used, both on Desktop and in Virtual Reality Glasses. The 3D engine has been Unity 3D.
The system has been designed to work with the Virtual Reality equipment suggested by Pivot2 (Htc Vive headset) although the ability to easily migrate to other systems has been foreseen,
such as Oculus systems, stereoscopic Power Walls and others.

Figure 31: Dynamic Heatmap for payload

12.2. Issues and suggestions
The solution complies with the main objective of developing a modular floor considering
different concepts (square and triangle/rhombus panels). Nonetheless, the level of TRL (TRL 6
expected) is still low to be implemented at industrial level which means that it must be further
developed (for example, carrying out structural simulations, considering the
requirements/regulation for the railway sector, validation tests, etc) as mentioned before.
Moreover, the lack of information from an OEM (technical aspects, regulations, requirements,
3D files, drawings, etc) has made it difficult to develop the solution with more technical detail.

12.3. Progress beyond the state-of-the-art
The final solution shows an idea than can be easily implemented. This solution allows to use
different panels (square, triangle, rhombus, rectangular, etc) and it is a matter of which one want
to be used. It is also possible to add for example mosaics (to customize the design) or different
material for different purpose (passageway, furniture areas, no-slip zones, etc) according with the
customer needs. Moreover, the modularity allows to change a single panel if just one of them is
damaged.
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However, with the current carbody floors, the entire floor must be changed, even the
furniture, make it costly and not profitable to customize the design.
Regarding the Virtual Reality Configurator, some enhancements can be done to implement
automatisms and rules for providing quick pre-sets to the final user, but the ability to insert new
3D assets in runtime is not a frequent feature in VR visualization software.

12.4. Expected benefits and economic appraisal of the solution
developed in WS8
In order to calculate the impact of the solution, there are two different estimation both for
the cost and the assembly time. The first estimation is considering that an entire floor is going to
be changed, which means that also the hard points and the main structure will be changed and
replaced for the CARBODIN one. The second estimation is considering that the CARBODIN solution
is already implemented and only the panels will be changed. That way, it is possible to calculate
the cost and assembly time reduction.
Therefore, to estimate the percentage of reduction, an area from the layout provided by
PIVOT 2 has been selected.

Figure 32: Area selected from the layout provided by PIVOT2
For that area, it is necessary to use 24 square panels. If these 24 panels were installed for the
first time, including the hard points, the time is 3h 58´ 20´´. On the other hand, if only the panels
(square in this example) have to be changed for the triangle one (40 panels), the time is 10
minutes.
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Figure 33: Install triangle panels for the square ones
Thus, the assembly time reduction is about 95,8%. The cost for the first assembly would be
2. 2,0 € and for just replacing the panels 82, 0€. The reduction percentage is 81.75%.
FIRST TIME

SECOND TIME

% OF REDUCTION

ASSEMBLY TIME

3h 58´ 20´´

10´

95,8 %

ASSEMBLY COST

2.

82, 0 €

81,75 %

2,0 €

Apart from the time and cost reduction there are other benefits such as the possibility to
customize the design or the capability to change just one panel if it is damaged without removing
the furniture or the entire floor among other. The continuous use of virtualisation can be of great
help in order to have visual cues of the results in real time, incorporating new assets to the
developed software.
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13.

Economic appraisal of the innovative driving cabin

13.1. Brief description of the solution
A state-of-the-art HMI technology in transport systems and industries has been implemented
in WS10. Different HMIs from vehicle automation equipment and simulators of various domains
of application have been demonstrated and evaluated. WS10 has sought to investigate a practical
approach about possible design of future train cabin in virtual environment. A synthesis of human
factors and their limitations, regarding monitoring or driving assistance has also been proposed.
Particular focus has been placed on gesture control technology related to the planned survey.
Based on a recorded data with a list of promising technologies, the objective was to detect what
is really expected to be included in future cabin regarding HMI objectives and in parallel to exclude
what is rejected by train drivers. The selected HMI will be tested during the second survey and
recommendations and proposal of pertinent HMI as an input for the design of the PIVOT-2’s new
concept of cabin will be given as final contribution. As haptic is already widely investigated in many
projects, technologies will probably focus on sound and gesture to control train, as well as sound
notifications and visual displays will be installed to inform driver. WS10 will potentially aid drivers
in their everyday tasks, improving at the same time driving efficiency.

13.2. Issues and suggestions
Currently, advanced technologies including HMI have not been installed on a train cabin.
However, even if the feasibility of the system will be demonstrated, including cost reductions,
many further developments are necessary to ensure safety integrity level by manufacturers. A
concept of cabin has been developed during PIVOT2 which will be evaluated with the
implementation of next deliverables. A preliminary evaluation is done on CARBODIN project via
two survey. The first survey is a questionnaire dedicated to train drivers or other train staff to
assess acceptability of the use of advanced technology as gesture-based devices on future cabin.
The second survey will consider feedback from the first survey in order to design an experimental
protocol with a train simulator, to make tangible interactions with drivers possible and to record
their feelings about the use of such interactions supports.

13.3. Progress beyond the state-of-the-art
Two surveys have been carried out since the beginning of D10.1. The first one was on-line and
more than 1,500 drivers or railway staff from 15 European countries gave their feedback about
HMI for future train cabin. The results of the first survey were relevant with regard to the use of
advanced technology for implementing gestural and voice control.
First, a state-of-the-art about HMI in transport systems and industries is realized. Different HMI
from vehicle automation equipment and simulators of different domains of application are
presented and commented. They give practical views about possible design of future train cabin
in virtual environment. A synthesis about human factors and their limits regarding supports for
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monitoring or driving assistance is also proposed. Particular focus is done about gesture control
technology related to the planned surveys.
The second survey will use the Leap Motion technology to implement gesture control on a
Train Sim World 2 with regional BR442 train, and interactions between drivers and the system will
be done with a rail driver device (Figure 34).

Figure 34: BR442 train cabin of the Train Sim world 2 simulator and the rail driver support
The design of the second survey was then oriented on the efficiency of gesture and voicebased interaction in accordance with PIVOT2 project members. Two professional train drivers have
validated the experimental protocol that will involve a limited number of drivers in a face-to-face
process. Sounds that were adapted regarding feedback from the first survey will be also assessed
for selecting some of them to be implemented on future train cabin.

13.4. Expected impacts
Surveys and preliminary specifications for HMI WS10 outputs are results about both surveys
and preliminary specifications for HMI of future train cabin will be available regarding gesture
control and new sound use. More publications are expected to be published i.e. (Enjalbert et al.,
2021), reporting the impacts of the proposed solution.
No specific financial impacts are expected, apart from those that may accrue from potential
future collaboration with PIVOT2 or SNCF.
The main benefit of our results is to maintain driver in the loop of train control and supervision
by proposing them innovative new human-computer interaction based on gesture and voice
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control of specific tasks. These innovative technologies will reduce train costs because for a given
train, configurations of two train cabins necessary for a train will be simplified. These solutions will
be intermediate relevant solutions for autonomous train to guarantee safety and quality services
of trains of the future.

13.5. Economic appraisal of the solution developed in WS10
Given that the partner responsible for development of the specific solution is a public body,
it is difficult to report on cost and other benefits.
However, in an attempt to perform a qualitative assessment, it could be mentioned that the
main benefit expected is to maintain the drivers in the loop of the train’s control and supervision
by proposing to them innovative new human-computer interaction based on gesture and voice
control of specific tasks.
These innovative technologies will reduce train costs; for any given train, configurations of
two train cabins necessary for a train will be simplified. Moreover, these solutions will be
intermediate solutions for autonomous trains to guarantee safety and quality services of the trains
in the future.
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14.
Economic appraisal of the integrated low voltage circuits in
panels
14.1. Brief description of the solution
The main goal of this Work Stream is to achieve the integration of new functionalities such
as low volt circuits in composite panels to provide electricity to the passenger lights, electronic
device charging points, speakers, etc. to facilitate an efficient, easy, and aesthetical modularity in
use. This integration should enable the reduction of Life Cycle Cost (LCC) and the increase of
attractiveness, comfort, and ergonomics of the interiors.
The WS partners worked on functional printing technologies, approaching them through
two cutting edge strategies: embedding printed electrical components either by embedding
printed flexible foils with electronics during ply fabrication, or direct printing over composites
pieces. In an attempt to analyse the feasibility of the technology to achieve the main goal, the
different constraints such as robustness, vandalism-proofed, European railway standards, LCC,
facility of use, etc, were considered. The achieved solution is validated from a technical and
economical point of view.

Figure 35: WS11 solution overview
The solution focused on low voltage power distribution of the train power supplied at 110V
DC and 230V AC. The Proof of Concept (PoC) is implemented on a lighting system, USB plug and a
Power Outlet (230V AC). For energy transportation, copper ink on polyimide substrate has been
implemented. Different designs have been tested, as seen in Figure 36.
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Figure 36: Copper ink on polyimide substrate
Further designs have shown that three tracks will be necessary for every foil and that it will
transmit either CC or AC depending on the power output needed. To accomplish that, the design
will include an output adapted to establish contact with the foil.
Further testing showed that, in order to reduce the size of the connectors between the foil
and the wire needed to power the outlet and the main power source, a new circuit design would
be needed. The new version of the printed circuit reduced the separation of the tracks and allowed
for a smaller connector.

14.2. Issues and suggestions
The first problem encountered was the luck of documentation of the actual power
distribution system on the wagons and trains. That exhibited many uncertainties on the way to
connect to the main power source, how to interconnect panels and how to adapt regular power
outlet devices to the new solution based on printed foils.
Another issue faced, had to do with the connector design and how this would affect the
Proof of Concept (PoC). The developed solution is based on printed copper ink circuits on
polyimide foils, and the interconnection is made by direct contact to the printed tracks. To ensure
that the connectors, not only have to allow a quality contact, but also interconnect to the regular
power outlet in the opposite side of the wall panel. Finally, another challenge was the design of
the foils attachment system to the panel. The first version includes a blind socket with the shape
of a truncate pyramid as shown in Figure 37.
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Figure 37: Foil attachment system v1
After a couple of iterations and re design on the connectors, the approach on the attachment
system change. Lighter and simpler, as shown in Figure 38 .

Figure 38: Foil attachment system v2

14.3. Progress beyond the state-of-the-art
The initial objective, as mentioned, was to design a ply low voltage system capable of power a 1W
lighting artifact, a USB plug (5 VDC 5 W) and a power outlet (230 VAC). With that objective a 4A
maximum current conduction was established as target. After reaching 4A with 33.3ºC on the
tracks and without any sign of damage on the printed circuit, extra electrical load was used till the
point of reaching 13A and 90.6ºC when the thermoelectrical switch cut off. The printed circuit
performance exceeded the expectations.

14.4. Expected benefits
The expected impacts do not affect only the railway industry but also automotive, aviation
and other industries in which the weight has a direct impact on the cost, performance, and carbon
footprint or climate impact. Moreover, another option is embedding printed electrical
components either by embedding printed flexible foils with electronics during ply fabrication, or
direct printing over composites pieces. LED lighting and printed cables are two main modular
functionalities that could be implemented in the printed electronic circuit foil, where its design is
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redone easily to fit requirements in car body redesign.
Additionally, every foil could integrate a RFID tag with a printed antenna which would be
able to provide to the manufacturer the full history of the ply at the distance of a RFID reader and
is then able to connect to sensors and communicate data, if the RFID tag is based in Near Field
Communication (NFC).
Other examples of a potential direct spin off project of CARBODIN are embedded low
voltage circuit ply embedded directly into Composite panels, low voltage circuits in planes and car
doors.

14.5. Economic appraisal of the solution developed in WS11
Below, the material costs for the solution provided in Work Stream 11 is presented. Only the
economic costs of the conductive part and its attachments is presented, as the panel costs are
responsibility of SMT partner.
In Table 14 the prices for the different materials for producing the prototypes are shown.
Table 14: Prices for the materials in the format bought for the prototypes

Element
Polyimide foil, 900mm wide bobbin, 75um
thick film
Copper ink
PLA for 3D printing
Connectors
Cable 3x0,75mm2
Screw
Nut

Units Qty

kg
kg
kg
unit
m
unit
Unit

10
5
1
100
100
100
100

Pack
Measurement
price (€)
unit
683,1
2000
15
8,6
112,56
18,28
2,31

m2
g
g
unit
cm
unit
unit

Meas. Unit
price
(€/unit)
7,1726
0,4000
0,0150
0,0860
0,0113
0,1828
0,0231

Taking those prices into consideration, two different calculations have been performed in order to
sum up the price for a single conductive foil and its attachments for a conductive length of 40cm
and 2m. They are shown in Table 15 and Table 16.
Table 15: Design for a total length of 40cm – Prototype length
Element
Polyimide foil, 900mm wide bobine, 75um thick
Copper ink
PLA for 3D printing
Connectors
Cable 3x0,75mm2
Screw

Unit
m2
g
g
unit
cm
unit

Qty
0,225
6,24
15,88
6
40
4

Price (€)
1,6138
2,4960
0,2382
0,5160
0,4502
0,7312
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Nut

unit

4
Total
Price (€)/m

0,0924
6,1379
15,3447

Table 16: Design for a total length of 200cm - Ideal final solution length
Element
Polyimide foil, 900mm wide bobine, 75um thick
Copper ink
PLA for 3D printing
Connectors
Cable 3x0,75mm2
Screw
Nut

Unit
m2
g
g
unit
cm
unit
unit

Qty
0,9
26,3467
15,88
6
40
4
4
Total
Price (€)/m

Price (€)
6,4553
10,5387
0,2382
0,5160
0,4502
0,7312
0,0924
19,0220
9,5110
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15.

Conclusions

The European railway system of the future needs to be reliable, fast, energy efficient,
attractive and competitive against similar systems currently being developed and/or operating
around the globe. One of the goals that needs to be fulfilled towards this target is for the train of
the future to be lighter and more cost effective. The CARBODIN Project contributes to this goal by
proposing, developing, demonstrating and testing solutions for advanced Car body shells
manufacturing and lightweight material strategies for railways, innovative doors and train
modularity, contributing this way to the S2R IP1 strategy.
The present document that has been prepared in the framework of WP12 and specifically, in
the framework of Task 12.3, aimed to perform an economic appraisal of the solutions developed
and tested throughout the Project’s duration. A specific methodology was formulated for
performing this task, which however was amended and updated, once the various delays (that
lead also to the amendment of the Grant Agreement) occurred. The main reasons for the delay
was the PIVOT2 issue, which lead to the limitation of the scope of various WSs, as well as the
outburst of the COVID-19 Pandemic.
In the paragraphs that follow, the main conclusions drawn from the implementation of the
methodology are presented:
Modular tooling for manufacturing of composite parts
• In the case that the design of the part changes periodically, due to marketing strategies,
technical requirements, or design advances, redesigning interchangeable units is only
needed to produce composites parts, by keeping the same mould holders, reducing the
non-recurring costs and minimizing the number of tools needed.
• Main expected benefits include reduction of manufacturing cost and manufacturing time.
• Based on assumptions made and included in the corresponding sections, raw material cost
saving is 28% and the manufacturing cost saving is 33 % with respect to the total cost in
the moulds manufacturing.
• It Is possible, to achieve up to 61 % in the total cost savings using the selected modularity
concept.
• Cost for the raw material is reduced to 10% and the manufacturing cost is reduced to 15%
with respect to the total cost in the moulds manufacturing, leading to 25% total cost
savings.
• Savings in raw material: 35% savings respect to manufacture 2 individual moulds
• Savings in mould manufacturing in terms of machining hours: 25% savings respect to
manufacture 2 individual moulds.
• Use of “lighter” doors has a direct effect on the energy consumption therefore reducing
the cost to electrify the trains while reducing the emissions to the environment.
• Although cost constitutes an impediment on using composites in the railway industry, the
method developed in the CARBODIN Project has sought to enhance the adoption of
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composites, leading to envision an effective manufacturing of lightweight structures and a
high energy efficient railway sector.
Structural health monitoring systems
• Wide adoption of composites in trains reduces transport energy consumption, enables
trains to be considered as eco-friendly and sustainable and lowers CO2 emissions.
• Although there is a strong possibility in:
o Reduction of composite manufacturing costs;
o Strong indications of reduction in direct and indirect impacts of train-body
maintenance;
o It is suggested that composite is a good solution
Specific quantification remains to be seen in practice.
• A rough estimation would be between 5% to 30% of increased overall positive impact by
applying the SHM monitoring car-body’s composite parts.
Process automation
• 60% manual labour reduction has been reported in literature for applications similar of
process automation, similar to the ones developed in tested in the CARBODIN Project.
• Zero-defect manufacturing increases resource efficiency, saving undesired scrap recycling
costs, energy and time and leading to an overall resource efficiency of 30% of 15% in terms
of materials and 30% in terms of energy.
Process integrating joint concepts and modular concepts
• The wide implementation of the developed solution may lead to savings of 50% in energy
consumption and operation, 30% in labour costs and 7% in material.
Solutions for thermal and noise reduction in the doors’ area
• For metallic car bodies, further investment and research is necessary.
• For composite laminate car bodies, there is a low probability for series now.
• Other industries where the structure thermal and acoustic features have to be improved,
can also be addressed.
• Based on the CBA performed, the break-even point for the solution developed and tested
is 3 years.
Accessibility to passenger trains (ramps, thresholds, gap filler)
• Expected impacts from the train boarding device, include lowering time necessary for the
autonomous entry of the PRM inside the train by up to 20%, if compared to the boarding
equipment handled manually.
• It contributes to increasing passengers’ comfort and it is also expected to reduce the train
stopping time at the stations by up to 5%.
Modular interior’s concept
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•

The developed solution is expected to lead to a reduction of 95,8% in the assembly time
and to a reduction of in the 81,75% assembly cost.

Innovative driving cabin
• The cost for the development of the solution has not been estimated yet; however specific,
cost-effective benefits are expected, including: keeping train drivers in the loop, through
the provision of innovative, new human-computer interaction; reduction of train costs;
increase actual and perceived safety and increase the quality of the provided services.
Integrated low voltage circuits in panels
• The expected benefits of the solution related to low voltage circuits in panels will affect
not only the railway industry, but also the automotive and aviation industries, as well as
any other industry where weight directly impacts cost, performance, and carbon footprint
or climate impact.
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17.

Annex I

Below, a summary table is presented to evaluate cost per unit of CARBODIN’s parts for WS1
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Consumables cost
The consumable cost include
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vacuum bag
Resin flow media
Peel ply
Hose
Demolding agent
Spiral
Spray binder

Energy Cost
The average price in €/kWh in Spain is 0,1 8 €/kWh: Company Iberdrola, hiring
,23 €/kW per year.
Annual worker cost
Annual worker cost is based on a salary of 30.000€/year.
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Total cost per part is summarized in the table below.
Table 1.Final cost per part
Part Name
Sidewall
Side Sill Floor
Side Sill Roof
Door Pillar L1
Door Pillar R1
Door Pillar L2
Door Pillar R2
Interior Door Panel L
Interior Door Panel R

Total price
18. 00, €
.8 ,21 €
.83 ,3 €
2.1 1, €
2.1 1, €
2.1 ,0 €
2.1 ,0 €
2. 8,02 €
2. 8,02 €
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